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Space Clearing and harmonizing is a vital

part of maintaining healthy space, and has

been part of our human culture and practice

for thousands of years. 

 As we work to maintain a healthy body, mind

and spirit, we must cleanse our homes to

make room for new intentions and

experiences.

We can apply new paint, beautiful furnishings and
feng shui techniques, but it is like "putting clean
clothes on a dirty body."

Space clearing allows us to revitalize our homes’
matrix, which can hold the history and trauma of
the past.



By the end of this personalized program, you will:

Be confident reading and clearing spaces to create positive change
 
Have a toolkit of techniques taught by of teachers from all over the 
world 

Have a professional space clearing kit that can be used personally
and professionally

Have experience in both remote and on site clearing and energy
work

Create environments that are healing at every level, while staying
grounded and secure in your personal energy

 Pers onalized Training



Coming from a Greek and Italian background, I grew up with these techniques and
have been blessed to have studied and trained in space clearing for many years. My
professional field of Conscious Design and Real Estate has brought me hundreds of
clients with issues ranging from illness, negative luck, houses that refuse to sell,
romance problems, and distressed children - Space Clearing has been a vital part of the
healing process, and I have seen how valuable it can be to shift the course of people's
lives.

Through the Conscious Design Institute, I have created an intensive certification
program in Space Clearing. taught by expert practitioners and teachers to share
knowledge, experience, and wisdom with us from around the globe. 

The Certification is a deep experience with in depth classes, live space clearing
consultations, independent work and individual mentoring. Space clearing is an
incredibly powerful art, and this program was created to ensure that all graduates have
a thorough understanding and mastery of shifting the energy of space to make a
positive impact in our environments.  We want to equip you with an abundance of
knowledge, practice, and support. 

This is a unique calling, and if it speaks to you, we look forward to working with you
and supporting you on your personal and professional journey.

Renae Jensen

A NOTE FROM THE
INSTITUTE FOUNDER

Founder and Director of 
The Conscious Design Institute 

And Design Harmony
Creator and Instructor of the Conscious

Space Clearing Certification Program



Perfect for
THE SPACE CLEARING PROGRAM IS 

Applying intentional design or Feng shui techniques to a home

with stuck energy is just putting a band aid on the situation - a

deep knowledge of Space Clearing will yield stronger positive

results for your clients

Beginners who are called to space clearing, energy management,

and healing modalities will have the skills to confidently begin a

new career that is fulfilling, exciting, and unique.

This knowledge is invaluable in our personal lives. Learn how to

read and clear your own spaces and the spaces of your loved ones

for healing and wellbeing.

Feng shui professionals ready to expand their knowledge of energy

Those ready to craft supportive environments for self and family

Anyone ready for a new career in the healing arts



THIS MASTERY
PROGRAM 

WILL COVER:

Space Clearing History

Herbs, Smoke and Resin Cleansing

Ethics and Protocols

Oils and Sprays

Techniques and Tools

Energy Management and Grounding

Personal Protection 

Reading the Energy of Space

Global Space Clearing Techniques

Spirit and Entity Energies

On-site and Remote Dowsing

Clearing and Grounding  Crystals

Remote Clearing



Remote and On Site Learning
A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

You will resonate to your own style and system, as we learn and unfold various

techniques from around the world. It is all about cleansing space and allowing fresh,

new balanced energy to embrace health, wealth and joy. 

This program is uniquely holistic, with remote sections to be completed on your own

time, as well as on site classes, consultations, and personal mentorship. 

This course can also be completed completely remotely, accessible to anybody around

the world.

Here's how it works:

You will have a few months to complete the required course
material and assignments remotely on your own time before
the on-site modules, ensuring you can learn at your own
pace for true mastery of the information - with personal
mentorship from Renae Jensen!

Remote Courses and Assignments

Join us in in beautiful, historical  Hope, NJ, you will have  in
person training and consultations with  Renae Jensen.   You
may coordinate your training both virtually and on site for
the best experience.   Contact the office for upcoming live
program dates.

In Person Courses 

At least two on-site consultations with real clients will be
required, and Renae will guide you through the process of
reading, clearing, and blessing energy using a variety of
techniques.  This can be done in person and virtually.

On - Site Space Clearing with real Clients
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Fully Remote Option
ACCESSIBLE TO EVERYONE

If you are unable to travel to New Jersey, you can still complete this

certification! The Institute strives to have our programs accessible to all, so

please contact us so we can arrange the perfect learning plan for you!

Whether remote or attending the on-site consultations, this personalized 

 program with Renae Jensen will ensure that all students graduate feeling

confident and secure

Just Register and Begin Immediately.

You will have a few months to complete the required course
material and assignments remotely on your own time before
the advanced modules, ensuring you can learn at your own
pace for true mastery of the information - with personal
mentorship from Renae Jensen!

Remote Courses and Assignments

The advanced courses taught by Renae Jensen and space
clearing professionals with perspectives from around the
world will be recorded live and remote students can
participate in class.

 Courses  Live Streamed and Recorded 

Remote students will arrange at least two live consultations
to be accompanied by Renae Jensen via phone as she walks
you through the entire process, start to finish.

On - Site Space Clearing 
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Your Instructors
MEET

For over 18 years, Renae has brought her expertise
of Feng Shui, Real Estate, City Planning, Space
Clearing, and Reiki  to students across the world
through educational programs and events.

Renae was the host of the very first International
Feng Shui Guild conferences in the United States,
and currently acts as a board member of The Guild. 

Today, as founder of the Conscious Design Institute,
Renae has dedicated herself to providing valuable
programs to the general public, as well as
professionals in the field of real estate, architecture,
design, and city planning.

 Renae has extensive consulting experience in
Space Clearing for hundreds of clients of homes,
offices, and land.  
 

Founder and Director of 
The Conscious Design Institute

Creator and Instructor of the Conscious
Space Clearing Certification Program

RENAE JENSEN



Your Instructors
MEET

Certified in Reiki, Feng Shui, Dowsing, NLP, NAP and
Hypnosis Techniques, to name a few, Lois puts her 10
plus years of feng shui energy clearing experience to
help people become the drivers of their destiny.

Lois will be offering instruction and practice on
Dowsing with Pendulums and Dowsing Rods as used in
Space Clearing and Personal Clearing

 

LOIS KRAMER PEREZ
Dowsing and Clearing

David is an expert in helping people understand and
improve the quality of energetics in their personal lives
and relationships using techniques and strategies that he
has successfully developed in private practice working
with clients for over 35 years

 David's 4 Part Series on Energy Mapping is essential for
anyone working with Space and the Healing arts.

DAVID PRICE FRANCIS
Energy Mapping



Your Instructors
MEET

Sandy is a multi-faceted Pranic Healer, Energy
Alchemist and House Whisperer with almost 40 years
experience in weaving her innate Creativity with the
Ancient Healing Arts.

Sandy's 4 Part Series on House Whispering and Space
Alchemy are a huge benefit to all students.
Her experience in her craft is renowned globally.

 

SANDY HUMBY
Space Alchemy

SAM TSO
Navajo Medicine Man

Sam is a Denai (Navajo) Medicine Man from Arizona. 
 His wisdom and teachings around the fire are
priceless for transformation and healing.   

Sam will offer some of his teachings around sage,
sweetgrass, and other ceremonial herbs, reading
nature, and working with the Fire.

 



THE COURSE

Details

These required courses can be accessed from
anywhere in the world, anytime, giving you a
strong basis of understanding.

REMOTE COURSES ON YOUR OWN TIME

Required individual coursework and
assignments will fully prepare you for all you
may encounter in professional consultations.

COURSEWORK AND ACTIVITIES

Instruction from a variety of professionals across
the world for a comprehensive understanding
of space clearing and energy management.

GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE FROM A VARIETY OF

PROFESSIONALS

At least two on site consultations, guided and
led by Renae Jensen.

ON-SITE CONSULTATIONS WITH REAL CLIENTS

This is an apprenticeship program, with both
personal and professional support.

PERSONAL MENTORSHIP FROM RENAE

JENSEN, INSTRUCTOR

Membership opens up access to free classes,

discounts on class packs and programs, and

dozens of on-demand courses.

CONSCIOUS DESIGN MEMBERSHIP

When you graduate, you have the opportunity
to put up professional listings through our
website.

COMPLIMENTARY PROFESSIONAL LISTINGS



Curriculum

Grounding - Ethics - History of Space Clearing -
Techniques - Personal Space Clearing - Your Clearing Kit
- Tools of the Trade 

FULL DAY WORKSHOPS

ENERGY AWARENESS AND
MANAGEMENT PROTOCOLS
Practice working with our Hands - Basic Energy
Management - When and Why we Space Clear – 
 Reading a Home - Pendulum Work - Clearing &
ReProgramming - Incense and Smoke – Live Practice 

Hoʻoponopono - Creating Altars - Holy Water -
Consecrating -  Salt - Space Clearing from Island culture
- Bells - Flowers - Color - Practice 

ISLAND SPACE CLEARING DAY

PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION 
Professional Preparation for a Job - Prepare for On-site
Job Protection - Feathers - Crystals - Mandalas - Drums -
Smudging 

WELCOME TO SPACE CLEARING 



Curriculum

Plants and Flowers that are our Space Clearing allies - 
Preparing Plants for Offerings - Smudging 

SPECIALIZED CLASSES 

Using essential Oils for Cleansing a Space - Protection
and Preparation -  Stones that will Block Negative
Energy -  Grounding and Protection.

Symbols - Mediumship - Ceremony in Space Clearing

SPIRIT CONNECTION, MUDRAS &
SYMBOLS IN SPACE CLEARING

ANCIENT OILS AND STONES IN
SPACE CLEARING

NATURE IN SPACE CLEARING 

ANGELS & SPIRITUAL HELPERS

Prayers - Angels - Rosary - Spiritual Assistance for
Space Clearing



Curriculum
SPECIALIZED CLASSES  

OTHER REQUIRED CLASSES

Space Alchemy, Earth Energies, Spirit Energies, and Energy
Management by Sandy Humby, Recorded in the United
Kingdom

The Energy Mapping Series by David Price Francis 

Dowsing Levels I and II with Lois Kramer Perez

Space Clearing Remotely - Advanced Dowsing -
Earth Energies

Creating and Activating Altars - Ritual Work -
Space Clearing Ceremonies

ALTARS AND CEREMONY IN SPACE
CLEARING

REMOTE  SPACE CLEARING & MAP
DOWSING



These integrative techniques provide immense value for both
personal and professional use.

You will be able to create impactful, healing environments to uplift
your own life and the lives of your clients.

You will open more doors and professional opportunities with this
knowledge that is in demand in design, healing, and real estate
industries. 

You will masterfully integrate a variety of energy clearing and
healing techniques to elicit sweeping, positive change for yourself
and your clients.

Certification opens the doors to a new, fulfilling, and
unique career.  

 

UPON COMPLETION, YOU WILL BE A CONSCIOUS
SPACE CLEARING CONSULTANT

Is It Calling You?



WHAT PAST STUDENTS ARE SAYING

- Phyllis Alise McGeehan

In the Spring of 2016, I had the privilege of becoming a Certified Space Clearing
Professional through Renae Jensen of the Conscious Design Institute. This extremely
sensitive work was taught by one of the finest, and most experienced teachers I
have had the honor of working with.

 Renae Jensen has designed a comprehensive, all- inclusive curriculum,
encompassing the many modalities used in cleansing, harmonizing, and rebalancing
space. Each lesson, addressing the many facets that are experienced, was presented
in word and in type for our reference. 

Demonstrations, as well as active participation, were utilized in creating a firm
respect, and understanding. Specialized Practitioners also accompanied Renae
during some of the sessions, providing us a full palette to use in our own work. 

I highly recommend this fascinating course, and I’m so very grateful for the
knowledge attained. It will be an invaluable piece in your toolbox, pulled to use in
every avenue of life. 

Testimonials

- Donna H

Class was amazing. You put so much love and beauty in the details. I am so
grateful. 



HOW TO ENROLL

 
TWO SIMPLE STEPS TO BEGIN:

 
 

2022  -  2023   TRAINING PROGRAM

THE PROGRAM CAN BE COMPLETED ONE OF TWO WAYS:
 
 

REMOTE PRE-
REQUISITES AND IN

PERSON CLASS
 
 

REMOTE ONLINE FOR
ENTIRE PROGRAM

 
 

 1. $80.00 Registration Fee  
2. Signed Student Ethics Statement

The Registration fee includes your starter space clearing kit with incense, incense
burner, Pendulum, and more, as well as access to pre-requisite classes. 

The kit will be presented at our first day of live class, or shipped to our virtual students.



Attendee
Name:

 

Mailing
Address:

 

Email:  

Phone:  

ENROLLMENT INCLUDES:

On demand courses 

Advanced coursework and assignments

On site consultations with real clients

A professional space clearing kit

Mentorship from Renae Jensen, Instructor

SPACE CLEARING REGISTRATION FORM 

2022  -  2023   TRAINING PROGRAM

A Conscious Design Membership with free
and on demand courses 

PRICE: $2699.00
PAYMENT PLANS AVAILABLE

$80.00 REGISTRATION FEE

payable online or by check,
money order, PayPal, Venmo, or
Credit Card 

 I will be attending the 
Conscious Space Clearing
Certification Program: (signature) 

Professional listings on high-traffic sites



Contact Details Address

Communication and
More Information

programs@consciousdesigninstitute.com
PO Box 430
Hope, NJ 07844

www.consciousdesigninstitute.com

908-797-5225


